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Article Body:
When one studies the history of Sparta, it is difficult to conclude that this society was not

In the last few centuries, quite a few societies have been constructed by committees, and ther

In a time when cities were typically surrounded by walls to protect them from the latest conqu

In English, the term "Spartan" has connotations of discipline and frugality. A Spartan room, f

Sparta was a considerable military power for over a thousand years. Their system of warfare ba

This power dearly cost the Spartan citizens, and their unusual society eventually garnered a m

Sparta took common Greek practices to extremes, even ones which would seem brutal to modern pe

Every day of a young boy’s life was a struggle for survival. Boys lived as members of small ba
Surviving teenagers were each assigned a mentor/lover (homosexuality was considered necessary
Marriage was a contract between two families. Young women were trained for marriage and child

When it came time for war, Sparta was always ready. However, they were spread very thin. The n

Eventually, all of Greece was absorbed into the Roman empire. They were spared most of the dow

The Spartan culture caused each of its citizens to become an awesome powerhouse of strength an

However, Sparta was now just another state within a vast empire. Though its traditions were st

Rome won over Sparta because Romans valued individuality and personal rewards as well as commu

Of course, Rome was won over by a certain movement, and you probably know what it is (This wou

What does this all mean, and why should you care? History shows us what has been done right in
To grow and expand, to gain control of assets, you need to be able to grow internally.

It’s better to open your doors to diversity than to screen and weed people, or to stuff them i

Wealth, power, and respect are all some people are looking for. Sparta had all of this, and fo

When studying the history of this most interesting society, you must decide how to intrepret i
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